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history and
historical novels

DAVIDE RABBIA

The Paladins
of Queyras

GIULIO SEGRE

Don Cirillo
and his Nephew

LUCIO TARZARIOL &
ALESSANDRA ZAMBON

Jakov – Stalin’s son,
a Partisan in Italy
The mystery of Captain
Monti 1944-5
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It is 1587 and wars and battles for
power are raging on two slopes of
the western Alps: the art of plotting
and intrigue is no less vital for their
successful outcome than the military
expertise of the armies. These are
the circumstances under which,
having entrusted his beautiful young
daughter Helene to the protection
of friends, the castellan of ChateauQueyras faces his bitter enemy,
unscrupulous warlord the Duke of
Lesdiguiéres, honourably but
without skill. Corruption and deceit
lurk everywhere, even among the
austere convent cells of Sacra di San
Michele, where Helene, her father
now dead, hopes in vain to find her
lost peace. Pure sentiments like
courage, honour, friendship and –
last but not least – the love of loyal
Cristoph, will lift our heroine’s fate
and establish a new balance of
justice, starting from the ruins of an
era now at a definitive end. A novel
packed with historical detail and
exciting adventures of its characters.

This is the extraordinary and
moving story of the author who,
at 76 years of age, decides to tell
his grandson about his first-hand
experience of the odyssey of
Jewish families as a child in the
period of Nazi persecution.
Giulio Segre talks about his father
Vittorio, his mother Eugenia, the
bombings in Turin, his arrival in Val
d’Aosta, the confusion of not
knowing where to go, and the
lucky meeting with Don Cirillo
Peyron, priest of Courmayeur,
who used a ploy to falsify
documents and bring the boy to
live in the rectory as his nephew.
A story of human warmth and
courage, with dramatic episodes in
which the brave parish priest and
the Courmayeur locals go against
the Germans occupying the town.
The RAI showed interest in the
story and thanks to this book Don
Cirillo Peyron has been proclaimed
Righteous among the Nations, and
Giulio Segre an honorary citizen of
the town of Courmayeur.

cm 14x23
280 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 82 0

cm 17x24
208 pp. €14.00
ISBN 978 88 95163 81 9

A true story: without resorting to
sentimentalism and rhetoric this is an
accurate reconstruction, supported
by previously unseen documentary
material, of the life of Jakov Josifovic
Džugašvili, elder son of Stalin, in Italy
– one of the most controversial and
talked-about figures of the last
century.
The heart of the matter, skilfully
discussed by Tarzariol and Zambon
is: when, how and where did Jakov
die? In Italy, Monti/Jakov is reputed
to have had a relationship with a
woman, still alive today, with whom
he had a son: Giorgio Zambon, had
a daughter, Alessandra Zambon,
co-author of this book.
Unpublished letters, photos, real
interviews with people linked to the
story, and much more material, lead
us through the most controversial
twists and turns of an event not so
far in our past, but about which very
little is still known.

cm 17x24
Vintage images
176 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 32 2

walk in history

DANIELE LA CORTE

The Resistance
Unmasked

ALMERINO & DANIELE
DE ANGELIS

VITO PATICCHIA
MARCO BOGLIONE

With the G.A.F.
at Colle del Lupo

On the Trail
of the Gothic Line

Routes in Alta Val Varaita
following the memories
of Vigolo Guerrino

The Eastern Front – from the
Tyrrhenian to the Adriatic
in 18 stages

Sister Carla De Noni was a real
person, awarded a Silver Medal of
Military Valour for working with the
Resistance. Formerly a despatch
rider with the partisans, in 1944
she joined Servizio X: the
intelligence organization
coordinating the ‘rebels’ in Liguria,
Piedmont, and Valle d’Aosta.
Another two people were also
crucial in the Liberation process for
having ‘enlisted’ her: Dino Giacosa
and Aldo Sacchetti.
The nun worked with her Sisters
making the sanctuary of Santa
Lucia in Villanova Mondovì the base
for Resistance activities. Five days
before the Liberation, the train on
which she was travelling was
machine gunned, by Allied aircraft
in circumstances that remain
unclear, and she was
presumed killed.
Daniele La Corte searches the
thoughts of the young woman, not
much over thirty years old at the
time, and accompanies us through
the missions she and other ‘rebels’
had to take on.

A complete work of research into
a particular moment in the history
of Alta Val Varaita, when it was
involved in the brief conflict of June
1940 with France: this becomes
the starting point for readers to
walk those paths and mule trails,
and bring a history lost in past
centuries back to life.
The slow and progressive
preparation for war, the drama
of the people of Pontechianale,
obliged to leave their homes due
to the construction of the
hydroelectric reservoir, up to the
mass exodus when war broke out,
and the countless building sites for
the construction of fortifications in
the Alpine Wall: these are all tiles in
the mosaic that slowly comes
together along the paths that lead
from Pontechianale up the Fiutrusa
valley. Paths where little things
– a ruin, an engraving, a document,
a scenic view – are an opportunity
to bring back to life a history lost
in centuries past, and too easily
forgotten.

In this book, which joins the
Tyrrhenian and Liguria Apennines to
the Adriatic Sea, the authors identify
and walk paths following the route
of the GOTHIC LINE 2, the eastern
front that divided Italy in two from
September 1944 to April 1945, the
scene of a conflict between two
warring forces. Not only was the
country divided, but the destiny of
civilians, at the mercy of events and
forces that fought for the territory,
inch by inch, with violence
and destruction.
Every single stage is accompanied by
text, maps and photos, but above
all, pages of history using new
sources to help the hiker read the
traces still visible in this territory.
Fortifications, trenches, defensive
strongholds, memorials, parks,
museums, collection, monuments
and gravestones, bearing witness to
the war but also serving as a tool
and a source to learn in more detail
about a page in history.

cm 14x23
384 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 28 5

cm 16,5x23,5
160 pp. €19.00
Color and vintage images
ISBN 978 88 85802 12 4

cm 16,5x23,5
256 pp. €19.00
Color and vintage images
ISBN 978 88 95163 48 2

Secret agent
Sister Carla De Noni
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tales from the slopes

prestige editions

ENRICO CAMANNI
FULVIO BELTRANDO

Marvellous Monviso
A mountain face-to-face with people
Foreword by Roberto Mantovani

ROBERTO MANTOVANI

Monviso
The iconic Piedmontese mountain

ROBERTO MANTOVANI

LINDA COTTINO

LORENZA GARBARINO

Maybe it’s
better up there

Come back
to Monviso, Nina

Hauswirth
of the mountain

Chronicles of a suspended
world

The story of Alessandra Boarelli
The first mountaineer on Monviso

Stories of a poet of paper

A biography but also an essay on
female mountaineering in the 19th
century, through the undertaking
of Alessandra Boarelli: the first
woman to climb Monviso.
In its pages, based on archive
documents integrated with
fictionalized accounts, we discover
everyday life in the 19th century.
We learn about social events,
customs, dinners in company with
exponents of the Verzuolo élite;
letters written, letters received;
individual actions that create an
exhaustive and detailed picture of
life back then, in a context where
every social class is poised for the
Unification of Italy. Here too we
find the history of female
mountaineering in Alessandra
Boarelli’s time: through the
adventures of many heroines
– who have been relegated to
oblivion by research and statistics –
we can understand how, across
changing times and customs,
women have played a fundamental
role in the evolution of this
discipline.

A story hanging in the balance
between history and fantasy, on
the trail of Johann-Jakob
Hauswirth, a bohemian artist who
lived on the Swiss mountains in
the 19th century. Hauswirth was
a leading artist in the typical
Swiss papercutting technique.
Lorenza Garbarino tells us his life
story, with the delicacy of
someone who knows how hard
it is to share a hot soup or a
pallet-bed – or just a word –
with a timid artistic gesture.
A minimal existence, destined to
follow the same path as Robert
Walser’s: the subtlety of passing
from life in the snow, alone,
without bothering the world.
Oriana Bassani’s illustrations
enhance a book that is already
unique, to enjoy line by line, step
by step.

cm 14x21
168 pp. €15.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 39 1

cm 14x21
80 pp. €12.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 36 0

Monviso, the stone monarch, even today an
inexhaustible fountain of life. Enrico Camanni
tells the story in words; Fulvio Beltrando with his
camera. The union of texts and images, where
everything comes together is a fusion of ice and
sun, summer and winter, eternity and mutability,
animal and human. Yes, because people have
inhabited this mountain since time immemorial
and they have sought to bend it to their needs
but have also been its victims, suffering
avalanches and landslides.
And perhaps – as Camanni and Beltrando seem
to warn us – they have undermined its
fruitfulness: pollution and the consequent rise in
temperatures are dissolving the most majestic
glaciers, pushing animals and micro-ecosystems
to a dangerous brink.
A prestigious volume with images that are true
works of art, offspring of striking nature.

This emblematic Piedmontese mountain has never
been fully described. This prestigious book tells
the fascinating story of the Alps from Neolithic
times; the precious green stones quarried on
Monviso, traces of which have been found all
over the world; the first tunnel excavations in the
Alps; and from the legendary climbs by Matthews
up to the recent discoveries set to change the
history of mountain climbing; from Matthews and
Quintino Sella to the present day, prominent
climbers and downhill skiing champions and their
spectacular descents.
The focal point of the story is the pinnacle of a
beautiful mountain 3,841 metres high, on the
Cottian Alps ridge, among the harsh mountains
of the north-western Alps and the valleys to the
south, areas that have witnessed countless events
and occurrences, different situations that come
together to create a fascinating narrative.
This is a story that can only be learned by moving
at the slow pace of the hiker, perhaps sleeping in
the Alpine refuges scattered across what has
recently become an important Regional Park, in
the UNESCO Nature Reserves.

Sixteen novellas, sixteen
stories about the mountains.
The mountains of yesterday, and
the mountains of today. With a
light pen, Roberto Mantovani
seems to be telling us that living
up there is a mental state, a
specific condition of the spirit:
linked not only to the body but
first and foremost, to the mind.
As if those peaks, their
inhabitants and the animals that
run through their woods were
able to shape our essential being
as men and women.
How charming it is to listen to
these light and possibly ancient
fables, in front of a fire...
and perhaps imagine oneself up
there, in the mountains,
at home, once again...

cm 24x28
192 pp. €39.90
Valuable binding
ISBN 978 88 85802 37 7

cm 24x28
208 pp. €39.90
Valuable binding
ISBN 978 88 98657 83 4

cm 14x21
Illustrations by Gianni Audisio
128 pp. €13.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 33 9
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nature tourism guides

VITO PATICCHIA

The Wool
and Silk Road
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ROBERTA FERRARIS

Discovering
the Langhe

MATTIA BIANCO
CRISTIAN MUSTAZZU

The Mombracco
Roads

On foot from Bologna
to Prato

Walking in the land
of great wines

The official guide to the ancient
Wool and Silk Road from
Bologna to Prato, which is 145
kilometres long. A sequence of
seven stages but which are also
stand-alone trips along the TuscanEmilian Apennines, the route of this
hike offers a unique chance to take
a journey into the past of the
district’s urban and rural
communities, as well as being
an invitation to revisit times and
events of not such a distant past,
like the sites on the Gothic Line.
There are meticulous descriptions
of the route combined with
in-depth historical research,
suggestions of locations and
historical sites to visit, as well as
tourist and food and wine
information, making this an
indispensable guide for those
who wish to explore or even just
familiarize with this stretch
of the Apennines running parallel
to the Via degli Dei.
The volume comes complete
with a series of 1:50,000 scale
maps, and some impressive images.

Roberta Ferraris offers an excellent
piece of work, starting from the
small city of Alba, with its wealth
of towers and ancient monuments,
and continuing on the Bar to Bar
route that links Barolo and
Barbaresco, great wine territory
and UNESCO heritage site, and
then into the wild natural
environment of Alta Langa.
Lastly, walking around the Belbo
springs, immersed in that slice
of land sloping gently down
towards Val Tanaro.
With the addition of well-placed
maps, she describes in detail the
footpaths enabling you to explore
the rolling landscape of the
Langarola hills linking villages
and towns, roadside shrines
and country chapels, isolated
mountain peaks and scenic ridges,
not to mention the pleasure of
local foods.

Sixteen walking and mountain bike
routes focusing on Monviso, the
king of the Cottian Alps, to
discover a mountain rich in history
and mystery. Guidebook and scale
map 1:25.000.
This is Mombracco in the province
of Cuneo: its slopes rise almost
vertically above the Po valley,
towards a breath-taking clear view
from the Alps across the whole
Piedmontese plain. Monks,
quarrymen, tradesmen, farmers
and later, partisans: for thousands
of years men have traced a
network of paths reaching every
nook and cranny of this harsh
mountain. And today they
accompany us as we explore
woods and pastures, gorges and
sheer cliffs, an experience steeped
in the wildest nature.

cm 13,5x20
Color images
208 pp. €16.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 04 9

cm 13,5x20
Color images
224 pp. €18.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 25 4

cm 13,5x20
Color images
160 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 46 9

Leonardo’s mountain

ERMANNO PIZZOGLIO
VALERIA TONELLA

Capoverde
The best routes to explore
Santo Antão and São Vicente

ANNALISA PORPORATO
& FRANCO VOGLINO

Hillwalking
for Children
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato
for great little walkers

A selection of the most important
routes to explore Santo Antão
and São Vicente, two islands
in the Capo Verde archipelago,
a piece of Africa in the middle of
the sea with a great deal to offer
hikers. Hiking the mule paths
which, for centuries, were the only
roads between villages separated
by impassable mountains, means
learning to understand a harsh
but generous territory and the
people who live here, surviving
with great hardship.
The slow speed of walking brings
you closer into the spirit of these
splendid locations, where life is still
hard and those who emigrate
come back, because they miss the
morabeza, that mixture of sodade,
homesickness for their far-off
home and the hope of returning.
“If you write to me, I’ll write to
you, if you remember me, I’ll
remember you” sings Cesaria
Evora, queen of morna.

Twenty kid-sized walks designed
and tested by the authors to suit
the whole family. The hills between
Langa and Monferrato, UNESCO
World Heritage Site, are a perfect
location for walking with children:
accessible distances and limited
ascents.
Routes immersed in the attractive
landscape of wine and truffle
territory, among authentic villages
and Renaissance castles, far from
the dangers of higher mountains.
The ideal way to help children
discover the pleasure of walking in
nature, exploring places rich in
culture and traditions.

cm 13,5x20
Color images
176 pp. €16.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 24 7

cm 12x20
Color images
144 pp. €13.90
ISBN 978 88 98657 52 0

VITO PATICCHIA

Map Guide
the Wool
and Silk Road
Official maps of the itinerary
1:25.000 scale +
a handy hiking manual packed
with useful information:
distances, elevations,
accommodation.

BOOKLET + MAP
48 pp + scale map
1: 25.000 68x98 cm
front and back with
transparent plastic pouch
and map guide. Measures
cm 14x23 when closed
€12.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 21 6
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sports
champions

sport & wellness

MAURIZIO DAMILANO

Walk Well
Walking the right way

BARTOLOMEO DAVIDE BERTINETTO

Ultratrail
with Single-session
Training

PIETRO CRISTINI

Mindful Running
Mental techniques to run
and live better

How to run long distances
with one training session
per week
Fitwalking is the sporting and
healthy evolution of the natural
activity of walking, invented by
Olympic champion Maurizio
Damilano. Following release of the
book’s first edition, this discipline
has influenced the habits of millions
of Italians of all ages.
A flexible practical and theoretical
guide designed to help obtain
maximum benefit from a physical
activity that fights the negative
effects of sedentary habits with
minimal cost, making use of idle
time during the day.
This is an activity to practice both in
the city and the country, outside or
in a gym, and on all types of terrain:
fitwalking has brought walking back
into fashion as a powerful lifesaving
medicine, with a positive effect on
the cardio-circulatory system, high
blood pressure, muscle tone, body
fat, joint mobility, stress and mental
health.
Second edition
cm 15x21
128 pp. €13.90
ISBN 978 88 9865 73 0
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PAOLO CIANFONI

Manual of
Choreography
Guideline text for preparing
the technical Choreography
Dance exam

GIANFRANCO BRACCI
FRANCESCO SALIOLA

Nordic Hiking
The Path Evolves
Nordic Walking
serving hikers

Do you love nature? Do you like
exercise, but get bored in the
gym? Are you just curious,
and like the idea of giving it
a try to test your limits?
Then this flexible manual is
perfect for you. The winning
combination of single-session
training and UltraTrail is the safe
way to become an athlete.
The author balances this winning
combination perfectly with
the recipe for sport guaranteeing
results: one training session
per week that will have
you running longer distances
in a gradual, risk-free way.

Running is not just mechanical
movement of tendons, muscles
and bones; the runner’s journey
begins long before their feet
touch the ground.
Without well-grounded
motivation, even a perfect
physique can fail.
This is what leading champions
of all times have to teach us:
mental preparation is as
important as physical training.
Runners will find unparalleled
support in this book, written as
naturally as a parent tying their
child’s laces before their first race.
Everyone else will find a strong
support for facing daily life with
a free and relaxed mind.

A simple and effective text to
learn the concepts of
choreographic composition for
sports teams and leisure groups.
A technical manual for experts
in this sector, but also for dance
enthusiasts, the text leads the
reader through the evolution of
dance: from group dances to
becoming a recognized sport.
It offers a considerable number
of high-quality elements to help
translate and organize
choreographic ideas into
movements, and the guiding
principles are equally important:
knowledge of music and use of
space, essential factors in putting
together a choreographed piece.

Nordic Hiking is a handy
manual and step-by-step guide.
The text is based on precise
theoretical and practical
references, an introduction
to discovery of ‘slow’ walking
with the help of curved sticks.
In disciplines that take people
into the most intimate and
contemplative dimensions
of the sport, even in its most
inaccessible and wild habitats.

cm 15x21
96 pp. €14.00
ISBN 978 88 98657 74 2

cm 15x21
128 pp. €14.90
ISBN 978 88 98657 58 2

cm 15x21
144 pp. €24.00
ISBN 978 88 85802 08 7

cm 12x18
128 pp. €9.90
ISBN 978 88 98657 32 2

STEFANO BALDINI

Wings on my
Feet Forever
My life as an
Olympic champion

Stefano Baldini, the Olympic
marathon champion,
has never abandoned running,
even now that he is no longer
a competitive runner, and is
now a mentor to young
athletes following an invitation
from FIDAL. In this book,
published on the tenth
anniversary of his 2004 Athens
victory, he tells his
extraordinary career story and
invites enthusiasts to take
running seriously and
passionately. His advice can be
a spur to do what he
did, namely... ‘Never give up!’

cm 12x20
176 pp. €13.90
Black and white images
ISBN 978 88 98657 15 5
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travel diary
ENNIO BUONGIOVANNI

Ci sono gli indiani
ma vado avanti lo stesso
Divagazioni di un viaggio a piedi da Milano a Voltri

MATTEO GUADAGNINI

Armenia
Roaming along
the Silk Roads

Five hundred kilometres on foot
in the shade of Mount Ararat,
the Jerusalem dreamed of by
Armenians. A pilgrimage to
discover the monasteries and
caravanserai of the very first
nation to declare itself Christian,
in the year 301.
Twenty unforgettable days on
the ‘Silk Roads’, among pastures,
deserts, mountains
and rolling plains, on the trail
of a thousand-year-old culture
that survived the tragic Armenian
genocide of 1915 at the hands
of Turkish Muslims.
From Yerevan to Yerevan,
a huge circular journey in the
places of the soul, returning to
the source and discovering the
value and price of our identity.

cm 12x18
160 pp. €11.00
ISBN 978 88 95163 67 3
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GIANFRANCO BRACCI

PAOLO CIAMPI

Off the Beaten Track What do You Know
from Tibet to the
about Poland?
Sahara
Cycling in the land of

LORENZO BARBIÈ

Pacific Crest Trail
On foot across the
mountains of the Far West:
a trail of over 4,200 km,
from Mexico to Canada

ORESTE VERRINI

Mothers
On the trail of the painter
Pietro da Talada along the
Tuscan-Emilian Apennines

ENNIO BUONGIOVANNI

There are Indians
but I’ll Keep Going
Just the Same
A journey on foot from
Milan to Voltri

In the footsteps of Maraini,
Messner and Terzani

farewells and storks

With the simplicity of one whose
every step is guided by respect for
others, Bracci takes readers along,
dragging them up Mount Everest;
leading them into the presence of
Australian aboriginals; driving
them in a car with his idol,
Reinhold Messner; inviting them to
enjoy a cup of tea with the
legendary Tiziano Terzani.
Readers won’t miss the pleasure
the author takes in diving into the
past: the travel diaries collected
here range from the 1980s to the
late 2000s. Imagine journeys in the
1980s, without cell phones,
without everyday comforts... and
long before the Wall came down.
Before everything changed.
This book has the great virtue of all
true books: when you get to the
end you want to read it again,
because you know you didn’t
grasp everything during the first
reading.

A bicycle journey through
unspoilt forests and lakes, ghost
villages and chapels that speak of
a past cancelled out by history, to
become part of Slavic mythology,
and of a people whose destiny
was broken off. With all the
simplicity of a great storyteller,
Ciampi guides us through
Masuria, and Varmia, shows us
Warsaw, and then moves on.
Because the story he wants to tell
is about storks, men and women
who sang about their country
through poetry; it is about
immigration; about a continuing
series of wars from the 17th
century to the present, and the
sad fate brought by the Second
World War. In a whirlwind spin
through different places we
discover an unseen country,
thanks to Ciampi’s ironic pen and
simple, crystal-clear voice.

A fascinating diary of a truly
unique experience, in the
legendary Wild West, taking in
places like the great deserts of
Southern California, almost
endless forests, lakes, streams,
wild rivers, and great glaciers
further north, with a remarkable
variety of climates, vegetation
and fauna.
The 2,665-mile (4,287 kilometres)
trek unfolded over 148 days
along the Pacific National Scenic
Crest Trail, one of the three great
routes (along with the
Appalachian and the Continental
Divide trails) crossing the United
States from south to north (or
vice versa).
In a nutshell, this is the summary
of the long trek completed
by this Turin author.
After reading the volume from
start to finish, it is easy to
imagine that the PCT crossing is
destined to become one of the
highlights of any adventure
library.

A young professor from a
prestigious Tuscan university
decides to follow the trail of Pietro
da Talada, an artist active in the
late-15th century, whose paintings
made several villages in the
Tuscan-Emilian Apennines famous.
Then there are the faces of the
women and men that Oreste
encounters: elderly men at a café
table engaged in a never-ending
game of cards, old women waiting
at their door for someone to come
home, wizards, witches, fierce dogs
that chase away frightened clients
in search of shelter, giant spiders,
wayfarers trapped in isolated joints,
wolves fleeing from poachers,
shady figures on the trail of
treasure, even sailors.
Oreste is a true traveller, a traveller
who enables us to recognise a
smile in a grimace of pain, a
masterpiece in an ornament worth
one euro, a unique opportunity for
experiences in few day’s trekking

Why would a young seventy-yearold Milanese (by adoption) decide
one day to walk from the Lombard
capital to Voltri? Well, as the
author of this diary will tell us
himself, often there is no
explanation. Often things just
happen, that’s all.
Every little town he crosses – in the
districts of Milan, Pavia, and on
down to the sea – is an opportunity
to glimpse history, art, the
characters who have shaped this
little town. Every section of river is
a story in itself. Every person
encountered is a dialogue that
produces a dive into the past
together. In a whirlwind of names,
places, works of art of all kinds:
Ennio takes us with him on ring
roads, through fields of sunflowers
disfigured by motorways, among
glimpses of city views, especially
Milan and Pavia.
And then, the sea, coming into
harbour the opposite way around:
seeing the waters, understanding
that this is the crowning moment
of the whole adventure...

cm 14x20
208 pp. €16.00
ISBN 978 88 8580 209 4

cm 14x20
288 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 27 8

cm 14x20
240 pp. €17.90
ISBN 978 88 85802 48 3

cm 14x20
160 pp. €16.00
ISBN 978 88 85802 41 4

cm 14x20
256 pp. €16.00

color insert
ISBN 978 88 98657 97 1
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Bimonthly magazine Camminare,
dedicated to the world of walking,
has been on newsstands since 2005.
A modern collectible, it was founded with
the contributions of Olympic brothers
Maurizio and Giorgio Damilano and offers an
appropriate space for the practical Fitwalking
and Nordic Walking activities, with advice,
training techniques and articles on equipment.
It features some of the most beautiful treks in
Italy and around the world, partnered by some
of the best sector brands. Part of the magazine
is dedicated to Camminos, a reality made up
of spiritual, literary, religious and trade routes.
Last but not least, there are sections dealing
with health and nutrition.

www.camminareweb.it
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